
Growing to your needs with
unlimited scalability

Powering simplicity with a
single pane of glass

Eradicating downtime with
redundant architecture

Protecting investments long
term with open technology

Guarding data with modern
cybersecurity protocols

Ensuring up-to-date protection
with proactive health
monitoring

With theft and damage a rising threat to Auto Dealerships, physical security is a critical
function every dealership understands. Protecting and monitoring your investment in
inventory and your customers’ property affects not just your profitability but your viability as
a business.  
 
YourSix’s pure cloud OS equips you with real-time monitoring, push notifications, incident
capture, and intervention. Our redundant, scalable, intuitive platform not only makes security
simpler, it even reduces the growing number of false alarms dealers face today, as well.   

Automotive
Solutions
From showroom to lot,
we've got your back.
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Leverage AI analytics to trigger
smart speakers 

Utilize AI analytics to see more, know more,
and be better equipped to respond

Y6OS enables Professional Monitoring to
ensure peace of mind

Securely manage all devices from
a single pane of glass

Verify identities with intelligent
triggers to secure all entrances & exits

Monitor & secure areas where
visual intelligence is unavailable

Monitor lots in real-time from anywhere 
Access recordings easily for police investigations and insurance claims 
Reduce investigators’ time with seamless search and upload for any incident  
Reduce false alarms using video verification of incidents as they occur 
Play recorded audio or speak live via talk down to deter crimes in progress 
Flexible video subscriptions for any duration of retention  
Redundant video storage: in each camera, centrally on-premise, and in the cloud  
Control access to designated areas and retain detailed logs 

YourSix protects both the inventory on your lot and your investment in parts for servicing vehicles
with robust recording and monitoring capabilities.    
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